
Application

Plant design

Solution

In order to preserve food, paints, drugs or other
hydrous substances and / or to powder them,
they must be partly or completely dehydrated.
The procedure used is a combination of vacuum
and cold. As the amount of the required
product and the properties of the products as
well as the on-site conditions may be very
different, not only a large number of
standardized installations are used but also
individually specified installations.

Compressors are used to compress a cooling
medium which is then decompressed. This can
be compared to the functioning of a refrigerator.
When the cooling medium looses its tension,
energy is released in the form of cold. This cold
is then passed into a cabinet and cools down
the products contained. The humidity in the
cabinet is released using a vacuum and the
condensate is carried off. Nitrogen is used to
achieve deeper freezing temperatures and to
optimally influence the crystalline structures of
the product.

GEMÜ 687 diaphragm valves are used for air
and condensate control (alternatively GEMÜ
650 valves). The open” position of the valves is
monitored by the GEMÜ 1215 electrical
position indicator (alternatively both valve

positions can be monitored by the GEMÜ 1235
electrical position indicator). The vacuum can
be controlled using GEMÜ 512, 514 and 554
globe valves. The end positions of these valves

”

can also be controlled by GEMÜ 1235.

Freeze-drying installations
PRODUCT APPLICATION - FOOD
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Installed: GEMÜ 687
pneumatic valve
with GEMÜ 1235
electrical position indicator

Alternatively:
GEMÜ 650 pneumatic valve in
GMP design with GEMÜ 1235
electrical position indicator

GEMÜ 554
pneumatic globe valve
for the control of vacuum
and nitrogen
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VALVES, ACTUATORS
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
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